Two experiments examined the relationship between temporal pitch ͑and, more generally, rate͒ perception and auditory lateralization. Both used dichotic pulse trains that were filtered into the same high ͑3900-5400-Hz͒ frequency region in order to eliminate place-of-excitation cues. In experiment 1, a 1-s periodic pulse train of rate Fr was presented to one ear, and a pulse train of rate 2Fr was presented to the other. In the ''synchronous'' condition, every other pulse in the 2Fr train was simultaneous with a pulse in the opposite ear. In each trial, subjects concentrated on one of the two binaural images produced by this mixture: they matched its perceived location by adjusting the interaural level difference ͑ILD͒ of a bandpass noise, and its rate/pitch was then matched by adjusting the rate of a regular pulse train. The results showed that at low Fr ͑e.g., 2 Hz͒, subjects heard two pulse trains of rate Fr, one in the ''higher rate'' ear, and one in the middle of the head. At higher Fr ͑Ͼ25 Hz͒ subjects heard two pulse trains on opposite sides of the midline, with the image on the higher rate side having a higher pitch than that on the ''lower rate'' side. The results were compared to those in a control condition, in which the pulses in the two ears were asynchronous. This comparison revealed a duplex region at FrϾ25 Hz, where across-ear synchrony still affected the perceived locations of the pulse trains, but did not affect their pitches. Experiment 2 used a 1.4-s 200-Hz dichotic pulse train, whose first 0.7 s contained a constant interaural time difference ͑ITD͒, after which the sign of the ITD alternated between subsequent pulses. Subjects matched the location and then the pitch of the ''new'' sound that started halfway through the pulse train. The matched location became more lateralized with increasing ITD, but subjects always matched a pitch near 200 Hz, even though the rate of pulses sharing the new ITD was only 100 Hz. It is concluded from both experiments that temporal pitch perception is not driven by the output of binaural mechanisms.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Aims and approach
Many decades of research have been devoted to the studies of pitch perception and of the lateralization of sounds ͑for recent reviews see Grantham, 1995; Houtsma, 1995͒ . With a few notable exceptions, which will be described later in this Introduction, these two important auditory processes have been largely studied separately. In contrast, the present article investigates the relationship between the temporal mechanisms responsible for the perception of pitch ͑and, more generally, repetition rate͒, and the binaural mechanisms that underlie the perception of spatial location. This approach allows us to address a number of issues, including the extent to which temporal pitch perception is driven by the output of binaural lateralization mechanisms. In adopting it, we draw two crucial distinctions that constrain the potential mechanisms responsible for our findings. The first of these is that all of our stimuli consist of pulse trains that have been bandpass filtered in such a way that no spectral ͑''place of excitation''͒ cues to their repetition rate are available ͑Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994͒. That is, we are addressing the purely temporal processing of pulse rate. We do, however, study several different rates, ranging from those perceived as a series of separate clicks to those resulting in a single sound having a clear pitch. The second distinction is between a rate/pitch percept that is genuinely driven by the output of a binaural lateralization mechanism, and that which could arise simply from the listener attending to each ear separately. For example, if one transforms a diotic, filtered 200-Hz pulse train by playing alternate pulses to each ear, one hears two spatially separate pulse trains, each with a pitch of about 100 Hz. One would clearly be wrong to conclude from this demonstration that temporal pitch perception is driven by the output of binaural lateralization mechanisms, because the perceived pitches could be derived from the actual repetition rate of the pulses applied to each ear.
The experiments described here were motivated by some preliminary observations obtained with the stimulus shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . It consists of two periodic trains of impulses, of repetition rates Fr and 2Fr, respectively, presented to oppoa͒ Electronic mail: bob.carlyon@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk site ears over headphones. ͑The figure shows the Fr stimulus being presented to the right ear and the 2Fr stimulus to the left, but the observations and formal experiments were performed both with this and with the opposite configuration͒. The repetition rate in different conditions ranges from a few Hz, where the percept of each pulse train presented in isolation is of a series of separate clicks, up to 200 Hz, where listeners hear a single sound having a clear pitch. This change from a series of separate clicks to a single ''buzz'' can be interpreted as an increase in temporal ''binding'' 1 between successive pulses as the interval between them decreases. The informal observations revealed that an interesting pattern of percepts occurs when both pulse trains are played together. At low rates, another form of binding takes place, in that simultaneous clicks in the two ears ͑marked ''A'' in the figure͒ fuse to form a centered percept. At these low rates (Frϭa few Hz), two series of pulses, both with a rate of about Fr, can be heard: one near the middle of the head and the other near one ear. ͑At these low rates subjects can also choose to perceive a single pulse train whose location alternates between the two locations, but here we are primarily concerned with the rate heard at each location.͒ Note that the existence of two perceived pulse trains, each with a rate of Fr, does indicate that at least one of these perceived rates is driven by binaural processes. Unlike our example in which alternate pulses are presented to each ear, it is not the case that each ear is presented with a pulse train that corresponds to the perceived rate. As Fr is increased, however, the strength of this binaural fusion decreases, so that at Frϭ100 Hz one hears two pulse trains, one on either side of the midline. At the same time, another difference between the two percepts emerges, in that the pitch of the sound on the side of the head receiving the ''2Fr'' pulse train is approximately an octave above that receiving the ''Fr'' pulse train.
One way of interpreting this pattern of informal results is that there exists a trade-off between perceptual binding across space and binding over time, and that, as Fr increases, the balance between the two processes swings towards the latter. This general idea, that different organizational principles compete with each other, has recently been implemented in a computational approach to auditory scene analysis ͑Godsmark and Brown, 1999͒. Ways in which this competition might take place, together with alternative interpretations, will be considered in Sec. IV. For the time being, it suffices to note that increasing Fr has two effects: it produces a change in spatial perception, and it introduces a difference in perceived rate between the two concurrent pulse trains.
The above informal observations allow one to rule out some schemes whereby temporal and spatial aspects of perception might be related. For example, one might intuitively assume that diotic pulses ͓labeled ''A'' in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ would always fuse into a centered binaural image, whose perceived rate/pitch would then correspond to that of these centered pulses. A separate rate/pitch analysis would then be applied to the remaining pulses ͑labeled ''B''͒, which would be perceived to one side of the head. Clearly, such a scheme is precluded by the informal reports of two lateralized images, with different perceived pitches, that occur at high Fr. Other schemes, consistent with the informal observations, can be evaluated by the more detailed measures described in this paper. These schemes will be described in Sec. II A, which outlines the rationale for our first experiment.
B. Related research
Pitch, lateralization, and integration across frequency
Some experiments have investigated the interaction between pitch and lateralization mechanisms for stimuli containing resolved spectral components. An important conclusion resulting from these studies is that differences in perceived location do not have a large effect on the integration of different components into a perceived pitch. For example, if two consecutive harmonics from two separate fundamentals are presented simultaneously, listeners are not markedly better at identifying the two fundamentals when the harmonics are segregated appropriately by ear than when each ear receives one harmonic from each fundamental ͑Beerends and Houtsma, 1989͒. Also, Darwin and Ciocca ͑1992͒ measured the shift in the pitch of a complex tone produced by mistuning one of its harmonics, and reported that this shift was only slightly reduced when the mistuned harmonic was presented contralaterally to the rest of the complex.
Despite the validity of the above conclusion, there is evidence that the auditory system can derive a pitch from a ''central spectrum,'' which itself is derived from the output of binaural mechanisms. For example, Culling et al. ͑1998b, 1998a͒ have argued that a modified version of Durlach's ͑1972͒ equalization-cancellation model can account for three types of dichotic pitch: Huggins pitch, binaural edge pitch, and Fourcin pitch. In each case, the model produces peaks in the central spectrum at frequencies where the outputs of the corresponding auditory filters are interaurally decorrelated. In the case of Fourcin pitch, the model produces a series of peaks which, when subjected to de Boer's ͑1956, 1976͒ ''pattern matching'' rule, can account for the reported pitch.
FIG. 1. ͑a͒ Schematic representation of the reference stimulus used in experiment 1, for a trial in the synchronous condition where the lower-rate ͑Fr͒ pulse train is presented to the right ear, and the higher-rate (2Fr) train is presented to the left ear. ͑b͒ As part ͑a͒, but for the asynchronous condition. Culling et al. also showed that this procedure successfully accounted for the two ambiguous pitches that are generated by some versions of the Fourcin pitch stimulus.
The results of all of the above experiments are consistent with the following scheme. For stimuli containing resolved harmonics, a central pitch mechanism operates on all available components, irrespective of their ITD, ILD, or ear of entry. It also operates on ''components,'' derived from binaural lateralization mechanisms, that occur in the central spectrum. The auditory system then groups together harmonically related components, and combines information on their ITDs and ILDs in order to obtain a perceived location for that group ͑Darwin and Carlyon, 1995͒.
2 Note, however, that a similar conclusion is unlikely to apply to the combination of pulses across time by the purely temporal pitch mechanisms being investigated here: as described in our initial example, assigning alternate pulses in a pulse train to opposite ears does have a dramatic effect on its pitch, reducing it by about an octave.
Perceived rate of alternating pulses
A second type of related research concerns the perceived rate of pulses that alternate between the two ears. Axelrod et al. ͑1967͒ used the method of limits to measure the rate of a dichotically alternating pulse train that was perceived as having the same rate as a monotic pulse train. Their approach differed from ours in that they asked subjects to judge the overall ͑total͒ rate of the dichotic train, rather than the perceived rates of two separately localizable images. They reported that the ratio between the perceived rates of the dichotic and monotic stimuli was close to 1 at a rate of 1 Hz, but dropped smoothly to a value of 0.6 at rates between 20 and 40 Hz ͑the highest tested͒. Subsequently, Huggins ͑1974͒ asked subjects to adjust the rate of a diotic pulse train so that its perceived total rate ͑''of pulses into the head''͒ matched that of a dichotically alternating train. The matched rate was equal to that of the dichotic stimulus at rates below 10 Hz, above which there was a sharp transition to subjects adjusting the diotic train to half the total dichotic rate. He argued that Axelrod et al. may have missed this sharp transition by averaging their results over a large number of subjects.
Finally, Akerboom et al. ͑1983͒ measured subjects' reaction times to the termination of a train of brief 800-Hz tone pips that was presented either monotically or in a dichotically alternating pattern. They reasoned that the reaction time would consist of a fixed ''response activation time,'' plus the duration of the perceived interpulse interval. This reasoning was based on the assumption that subjects would have to wait until the perceived interpulse interval ͑''subjective onset asynchrony,'' SOA͒ had passed before realizing that the pulse train had ended. They reported that reaction times were 25 ms longer for the alternating compared to the monotic sequence at all repetition rates studied, which ranged from 0.47 to 25 Hz, and concluded that the dichotic alternation increased the SOA by this amount. However, it seems likely that reaction times were determined not only by the mean SOA but also by the variance of its internal representation: subjects may delay responding until they can decide with a given degree of confidence that the pulse train has ended. As Akerboom et al. ͑1983͒ cite evidence ͑Nakao and Axelrod, 1976͒ consistent with this internal variance being larger for alternating compared to monotic pulse trains, it seems that their reasoning may well be flawed. In contrast, the present experiments, which used a pitch-matching procedure, allowed the mean of the internal representation of the stimulus period to be measured separately from the variance of that representation-these two values being reflected in the mean and variance of the pitch matches, respectively.
II. EXPERIMENT 1
A. Method
Rationale
As discussed in the Introduction, our informal observations allowed us to rule out some accounts of the way in which temporal and binaural processing may be related. The aim of experiment 1 was, in addition to quantifying the preliminary observations, to evaluate a number of alternative schemes. According to one of these, increasing Fr would decrease the tendency for diotic pulses to be fused, perhaps due to increased perceptual binding between temporally adjacent pulses in the same ear, but the perceived rate/pitch would still be determined from the output of this binaural analysis. According to this hypothesis, the changes in perceived location and in relative rate should always be consistent: there should be no value of Fr at which one simultaneously hears one pulse train in the middle of the head ͑''A'' pulses binaurally fused͒ and the remaining pulse train as having a rate higher than Fr. Another hypothesis is that the perception of rate is driven by the output of the binaural system only when the rate is too low to evoke a sense of pitch. That is, the perception of low rates operates on pulses sharing the same perceived location, whereas temporal pitch mechanisms operate on the input to each ear. If this is so, the value of Fr at which one starts to hear temporal differences between the two pulse trains should correspond to the minimum pulse rate which can support a perception of pitch. If one uses a loose definition of pitch-''that subjective ordering of sound which admits a rank ordering from low to high '' ͑Ritsma, 1963͒- 
Experimental conditions
Experiment 1 consisted of two conditions. In the ''synchronous'' condition, the reference stimulus was a dichotic, bandpass-filtered pulse train similar to that illustrated in Fig.  1͑a͒ . We obtained estimates of the perceived rate/pitch and lateralization of the percepts evoked by this stimulus, as a function of the baseline rate ͑Fr͒. The intention was to provide information on the ways in which perceived rate/pitch and location could be affected by competition between sequential binding of successive pulses presented to one ear, and binaural binding between simultaneous pulses in opposite ears. However, the judgment of the pitch of a sound presented to one ear can be influenced by the presence of another sound in the opposite ear, even in the absence of any binaural fusion between them ͑Thurlow, 1943; Terhardt, 1977͒. In addition, the presence of a sound at one location can affect lateralization judgments at another ͑McFadden and Pasanen, 1976; Warren and Bashford, 1976; Dye et al., 1996; Heller and Trahiotis, 1996͒ , presumably due to central mechanisms unrelated to the effects of temporal binding on perceived location. For these reasons, we included an ''asynchronous'' condition, in which the reference stimulus was as shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . It was similar to that used in the synchronous condition, except that the pulses in the lower rate ear were delayed by 0.25/Fr s, so that no two pulses were ever simultaneous in the two ears. ͑The closest they ever got was a 2.5-ms separation when Frϭ100 Hz.) This condition controlled for any ''nonspecific'' effects of one pulse train on the perception of a concurrent train in the other ear that might occur even in the absence of any binaural fusion.
General method
In both the synchronous and asynchronous conditions, each stimulus had a total duration of 1 s, and the rate ͑Fr͒ of the slower of the two pulse trains was, in different trials, 2, 3.125, 6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, or 100 Hz. The overall level of this ''lower'' pulse train was always 72.5 dB SPL, and all pulse trains were bandpass filtered between 3900 and 5400 Hz ͑Kemo VBF25.03; attenuation 48 dB/octave͒ to remove any frequency components that could be resolved by the peripheral auditory system ͑Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994͒. All stimuli were presented against a background of 10-kHz-wide pink noise, having a spectrum level of 8.5 dB SPL at 4 kHz. Sennheiser HD414 headphones were used.
On each trial, subjects matched the perceived location of either the ''rightmost'' or ''leftmost'' sound that they could hear, and then matched its perceived rate/pitch. It was stressed that this sound could be perceived either in the middle of the head, completely to one side, or anywhere in between. A light on either the right-or left-hand side of the response box reminded subjects which sound to match. Prior to making any matches, they could listen to the stimulus as many times as they liked, and then press a button to start the location matching. This began with a presentation of the dichotic pulse train preceded, 500 ms earlier, by a white noise that had been passed through the same bandpass filter as the pulse train. The noise was diotic except for an interaural level difference ͑ILD͒ drawn at random from a rectangular distribution between Ϯ25 dB. Its overall level in one ear was 72.5 dB SPL ͑equal to that of the lower-rate pulse train͒, and was reduced in the opposite ear by an amount equal to the ILD. The subject could then press one of four buttons to adjust the ILD of the noise for the next presentation, by either Ϯ1 or Ϯ4 dB. The dichotic pulse trains and the noise were then presented again, the subject made a new adjustment, and this process was repeated until s/he was satisfied that the location of the noise matched that of the sound ͑left-most or rightmost͒ appropriate for that trial. Subjects were encouraged to ''bracket'' the perceived location of the pulse train before accepting a match. The final ILD of the noise was used as a measure of perceived lateralization.
In the pitch-matching stage of the trial, the adjustable stimulus was a pulse train that was diotic, except for an ILD equal to that obtained in the lateralization-matching stage.
This ''quasidiotic'' pulse train was presented 500 ms before the dichotic pulse train. On its first presentation in the pitchmatching stage, its rate was drawn at random from a distribution which had limits of 0.5Fr and 4Fr, and which was rectangular on log(Fr) vs probability coordinates. The subject could then increase or decrease the rate of the quasidiotic pulse train for the next presentation, by a factor of 1.1 or 1.4, so that its perceived rate more nearly matched that of the currently attended component of the dichotic mixture. ͑The ILD imposed on the quasidiotic pulse train meant that it had approximately the same perceived location as that component, thereby facilitating the match.͒ The dichotic and quasidiotic pulse trains were then presented again, and the matching process continued until the subject was satisfied that the perceived rate of the quasidiotic stimulus approximated that of the appropriate pulse train in the mixture. Again, subjects were told to bracket the match before terminating the trial. The final rate of the quasidiotic pulse train was used as an estimate of the perceived rate or pitch of the appropriate pulse train in the dichotic mixture. Note that at very low values of Fr, subjects could perform the match either by simply counting the number of pulses heard in the appropriate location, or by estimating the interval between these pulses. Although the written instructions for all values of Fr were to ''match the rate or pitch'' of the stimulus, no special attempt was made to discourage the listener from using a ''counting'' strategy.
As discussed in Sec. II A 1, the judgment of the pitch of a sound presented to one ear may be influenced by the presence of another sound in the opposite ear, even in the absence of any binaural fusion between them. The asynchronous condition controlled for such nonspecific effects, and, when describing the results, we plot not only the raw data but also the ratio of the matches obtained in the synchronous and asynchronous conditions. Similarly, the asynchronous condition also controlled for nonspecific effects of one sound on the perceived location of another, simultaneous sound. Therefore, when describing the lateralization matches, we describe not only the raw data but also the difference ͑in dB͒ between the ILD matches obtained in the synchronous and asynchronous conditions.
B. Procedure and preliminary observations
Each value reported here is derived from the arithmetic ͑ILD͒ or geometric ͑matched rate͒ mean of ten matches for each subject and condition. In each 2-h session the listener was instructed to attend to the same relative location ͑left-most or rightmost sound͒. Blocks of trials alternated between the two attended relative locations. Half of the blocks started with, in the following order: ͑i͒ a match with Frϭ2 Hz in the synchronous condition, lower pulse train presented to the attended side; ͑ii͒ as ͑i͒, but for the asynchronous condition; ͑iii͒ as ͑i͒, but with the higher pulse train presented to the attended side; ͑iv͒ as ͑iii͒, but in the asynchronous condition. This sequence was repeated at increasingly higher values of Fr, until Frϭ100 Hz was reached. This order was reversed for the other half of the blocks of trials. For subjects GN and TP, the matches with Frϭ2 Hz and the matches to the lower-rate pulse train at Frϭ3.125 Hz took place after the matches to the other stimuli had been completed.
When piloting this experiment it became apparent that two subjects, who were highly experienced in other ͑purely monaural͒ psychoacoustic tasks, found it extremely difficult to perform the pitch matches at the highest values of Fr tested. Those pitch matches were extremely variable, both in the synchronous and asynchronous conditions, even though the subjects could make accurate pitch matches to monotic stimuli presented to either ear. This finding, which we interpret as a failure of selective attention, will not be pursued here. We did not continue measurements with those two subjects. At high values of Fr a third subject, GN, could make accurate matches to stimuli perceived on the left, but not those on his right, despite absolute thresholds at 4590 Hz ͑the geometric center of the filter passband used here͒ that differed by less than 1 dB between the two ears. Again, he could make highly accurate matches to monotic stimuli in either ear. This subject was one of the three who participated in the main experiment, but his matches were obtained only to the leftmost sound heard in each dichotic mixture. All subjects had absolute thresholds, in both ears and at all audiometric frequencies, within 20 dB of laboratory norms for 16 healthy young subjects.
C. Results
ILD matches
The raw ͑untransformed͒ lateralization matches are plotted for the ''leftmost'' and ''rightmost'' percepts in Figs. 2͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively. Throughout this article, the sign of the ILD is defined as positive whenever the matching noise is more intense on the ''side'' to which the subject is matching ͑leftmost or rightmost sound͒. Accordingly, the ordinates are labeled as ''absolute'' ILD matches. Note also that it is not the case that each panel combines matches for the two stimuli that were present on any one trial ͑e.g., a 2Fr train on the left and an Fr train on the right͒: rather, the matches to a 2Fr train on the left and to an Fr train on the left are combined in each panel of Fig. 2͑a͒ with corresponding rightmost matches being plotted in Fig. 2͑b͒ .
For the synchronous condition ͑open symbols͒, the informal observations described in the Introduction are largely confirmed. The higher-rate pulse train ͑squares͒ always gives rise to a lateralized percept ͑large ILD͒. The lower-rate pulse train ͑triangles͒ is perceived near midline at low Fr, and becomes more lateralized at high Fr. Note, however, that even at the highest rate its perceived location corresponds to an ILD of at most 5-10 dB, and it is never as lateralized as the higher-rate stimulus. In addition, some aspects of the results obtained in the synchronous condition are also obtained in the asynchronous condition, in which the large ͑2.5-125-ms͒ temporal separation between adjacent pulses in the two ears makes explanations in terms of binaural fusion-and its modification by within-ear temporal binding-unlikely. One such effect-the decrease in the lateralization of the leftmost higher-rate pulse train ͓open and filled squares, Fig. 2͑a͔͒ as Fr increases-is reminiscent of previous reports that the location of a sound can be ''pulled'' towards that of a contralateral stimulus ͑Warren and Bashford, 1976; Heller and Trahiotis, 1996͒ . Others include the nonmonotonic trend observed in listener TP's right-ear matches to the lower-rate pulse train ͓open and filled triangles, Fig. 2͑b͔͒ , and the dip at Frϭ3.125 Hz in JD's lateralization function to the higher-rate pulse train in his left ear ͓open and filled squares, Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . These features are removed in the transformed data shown by the symbols in Figs. 2͑c͒ ͑leftmost sounds͒ and ͑d͒ ͑rightmost sounds͒, where the ILD matches for the asynchronous condition have been subtracted from those in the synchronous condition ͓the meaning of the solid lines with no symbols in Fig. 2͑c͒ will be revealed later͔. Because all asynchronous pulse trains were heard to one side of the head, a value of zero on these coordinates corresponds to a lateralized percept, and a large negative value corresponds to a sound close to the middle of the head. The transformed plots are in general more orderly than the raw data, and show a smaller variation across listeners and ears. They indicate that the synchronicity of the ''A'' pulses ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ in the higher-rate pulse train affects the perceived location of the lower-rate train ͑triangles͒ at low Fr, and that this effect decreases but does not disappear as Fr is raised to 100 Hz.
One limitation of the method by which we have transformed the lateralization data, by subtracting the matches in the asynchronous condition from those in the synchronous condition, arises from the existence of some extreme ILD matches in the raw data ͓Figs. 2͑a͒, ͑b͔͒. Yost ͑1981͒ has shown that perceived lateralization increases linearly with ILD only up to 15 dB, with much smaller changes observed as the ILD is increased further. In our experiment 1, matches to the lower-rate stimulus in the asynchronous condition ͓filled triangles, Figs. 2͑a͒, ͑b͔͒ were often substantially larger than 15 dB, whereas those in the synchronous condition ͑open triangles͒ were closer to zero. This means that subtracting the asynchronous matches from the synchronous ones may not give an accurate representation of the difference in perceived lateralization in the two conditions. To control for this, we repeated the differencing operation, but with a ''ceiling'' of 15 dB applied to the raw ILD matches. The results of this new transform are shown in Figs. 2͑e͒ and ͑f͒ for the leftmost and rightmost percepts, respectively. The general pattern is very similar to that shown in Figs. 2͑c͒ and ͑d͒, the main difference being the elimination of a nonmonotonicity in listener JD's rightmost matches to the lower-rate stimulus ͓triangles, compare Figs. 2͑d͒ and ͑f͔͒.
F0 matches
Figures 3͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show, respectively, the pulse rate matched to the leftmost and rightmost sounds in the dichotic mixture. The matches have been divided by Fr but are otherwise untransformed. Again, the results obtained in the synchronous condition ͑open symbols͒ generally confirm the informal observations described in the Introduction. The lower-rate stimulus ͑open triangles͒ is perceived at approximately its correct rate at all values of Fr. The higher-rate stimulus, which has a rate equal to 2Fr, is perceived at Fr at low rates and an increasingly higher relative value as Fr increases to 100 Hz. Once again, however, the data in the asynchronous condition reveal the operation of central processes, which are unlikely to reflect an influence of binaural fusion on the perception of perceived rate/pitch. First, for the leftmost percepts ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, there is a tendency for the perceived rate of the asynchronous higher-rate stimulus ͑filled squares͒ to decrease relative to Fr as Fr is increased from 2 to 12.5-25 Hz. This tendency is even more marked for the rightmost percepts ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. In some cases ͑JD and TP, FIG. 2 . ͑a͒ Untransformed ILD matches to the leftmost percept in experiment 1. ͑b͒ As ͑a͒, but for the rightmost percept. ͑c͒ Transformed ILD matches to the leftmost percept in experiment 1. ͑d͒ As ͑c͒, but for the rightmost percept. Parts ͑e͒ and ͑f͒ show the transformed data calculated with the raw scores limited to a maximum of 15 dB. The error bars in parts ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show Ϯ one standard error. The solid lines with no symbols in parts ͑c͒ and ͑f͒ are for the supplementary experiment with the reduced pulse-train level and the additional low-pass noise. In the key, instances where a pulse occurs in a given sequence ͑Fr or 2Fr) are indicated by a vertical line, and instances where a pulse occurs in the opposite ear are shown by a period. leftmost percept͒, the matched rate increases as a proportion of Fr as Fr is raised further, from 25-100 Hz. In addition, there is some evidence of nonmonotonicities in the function for the lower-rate stimulus in the leftmost-percept data for listeners GN and JD ͓triangles, Fig. 3͑a͔͒ , which are very similar in the synchronous and asynchronous conditions.
A more consistent and orderly pattern of results is shown in the plots of the transformed rate/pitch matches in Figs. 3͑c͒ and ͑d͒. ͓Again, the transformed data are shown by symbols, and the solid lines with no symbols in Fig. 3͑c͒ will be described later.͔ Here, the matches in the synchronous condition have been divided by those in the asynchronous condition, so that a value of unity indicates no effect of binaural fusion on perceived rate or pitch. For the lower-rate stimulus ͑triangles͒, the ratio between the matches in the synchronous and asynchronous conditions remains close to unity at all values of Fr. For the higher-rate stimulus ͑squares͒, the synchronicity of the contralateral ''A'' pulses ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ halves the perceived rate when Frϭ2 Hz, but ceases to have any effect once Fr is equal to or greater than 12.5-25 Hz.
General discussion
Two conclusions are suggested by the results of experiment 1. First, binaural fusion between pulses in opposite ears has no effect on the perceived rate of pulse trains once that rate is high enough for listeners to perceive a pitch. This occurs once subjects are matching to a higher-rate pulse train with a rate ͑equal to 2Fr) of 25-50 Hz or higher. Second, there exists a duplex region, at FrϾ12.5-25 Hz, where the pitch of the higher-rate stimulus ͓squares in Figs. 3͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒ is unaffected by binaural fusion, but where the perceived location of the lower-rate stimulus is at least partially af- FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Rate (F0) matches to the leftmost percept in experiment 1, divided by Fr but otherwise untransformed. ͑b͒ As ͑a͒, but for the rightmost percept. ͑c͒ Transformed F0 matches ͑synch/asynch͒ to the leftmost percept in experiment 1. ͑d͒ As ͑c͒, but for the rightmost percept. The error bars in parts ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show Ϯ one standard error. The solid lines with no symbols in part ͑c͒ are for the supplementary experiment with the reduced pulse-train level and the additional low-pass noise.
fected by that fusion ͓triangles in Figs. 2͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒. 4 Before accepting these conclusions, however, some further considerations must be taken into account.
One factor that complicates the interpretation of the duplex region concerns the pitch matches to the higher-rate pulse train at FrϾ25 Hz. Although these matches were unaffected by whether or not the pulses in the two ears were synchronous, the matched values were not consistently equal to 2Fr. Rather, the raw data shown in Figs. 3͑a͒ and ͑b͒ indicate that these values were often below 2Fr in both the synchronous and asynchronous conditions. Although we interpreted this in terms of a common central factor reducing pitch matches in one ear when a lower-pitched sound is in the other, alternative interpretations are possible. Specifically, it could be that pitch matches at FrϾ25 Hz in the synchronous condition are reduced by the binaural fusion between the ''A'' pulses shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , and that they are coincidentally also reduced in the asynchronous condition by a similar amount, but by some other mechanism, which, in turn, does not operate when the pulses are synchronous. One way of evaluating this is to look for cases where the match to the higher-rate pulse train is very close to 2Fr, and then see whether the corresponding lower-rate train is localized in the center of the head or in the opposite ear. Two instances, where the 95% confidence limits of the higher-rate match encompass 2Fr, can be seen in Fig. 3 . One of these occurs for listener TP's match in his left ear, at Frϭ100 Hz ͓Fig. 3͑a͒, open square, occluded by filled square͔. The corresponding right-ear stimulus ͓Fig. 2͑b͒, open triangle͔ was matched to an ILD of only 3 dB. The other occurs for JD in his right ear, again at Frϭ100 Hz ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒, open square. The corresponding lower-rate stimulus, in his left ear, was matched to an ILD of 5 dB ͓Fig. 2͑a͒ triangle͔. Both of these comparisons indicate that it is possible for the higher-rate stimulus to have a pitch of 2Fr, and for the lateralization of the corresponding lower-rate pulse train to be affected by simultaneous pulses in the opposite ear.
Finally, we considered the possibility that that the pitch of the filtered pulse trains may have been influenced by the presence of combination tones ͑CTs͒. Recently, Wiegrebe and Patterson ͑1999͒ have shown that the pitch of amplitudemodulated noise, bandpass filtered into a high frequency region, can be greatly weakened by a low-pass noise whose passband covers the modulation rate. They argued that the pitch of such modulated noises is dependent on a CT having a frequency equal to the modulation rate, and that the level of this CT is higher than would be predicted by traditional models of cochlear nonlinearities. Although they only measured the CTs produced by modulated noises, the fact that our bandpass-filtered pulse trains would have also generated modulated responses on the basilar membrane suggests that they too may have given rise to CTs at the modulation rate ͑equal to the repetition rate͒. We were particularly concerned that a CT at the modulation rate may have affected judgments of pitch but not of lateralization, and so performed the supplementary experiment described below.
D. Supplementary experiment
The supplementary experiment repeated the measures obtained at a subset of values of Fr ͑12.5, 25, 50, and 100 Hz͒ in both the synchronous and asynchronous conditions of experiment 1. The levels of the pulse trains were reduced by 15 dB, and an extra continuous low-pass noise ͑cutoff 1000 Hz, Kemo VBF25.01, attenuation 100 dB/octave͒ was added to the pink noise background. The spectrum level of this noise was 33 dB SPL. For these stimuli, the level of each spectral component of a 200-Hz pulse train within the filter passband was 51 dB SPL. Given that the critical ratio at 200 Hz is approximately 18 dB ͑Zwicker et al., 1957͒, the lowpass noise would have masked any CT having a level lower than that of the primaries. The results of that experiment are shown by the solid lines without symbols in Figs. 2͑c͒, ͑e͒, and 3͑c͒. They are very similar to those obtained in the main experiment ͑open symbols͒, indicating that CTs are unlikely to have had a strong influence on the pitch or lateralization matches.
III. EXPERIMENT 2 A. Rationale and overview
The aim of experiment 2 was to provide a further test of whether temporal pitch perception is driven by the output of binaural lateralization mechanisms. As in experiment 1, subjects adjusted the ILD of a noise to match the perceived location of one part of a dichotic pulse train, and then adjusted the rate of a pulse train that was diotic ͑except for an ILD͒ to match its pitch. A new reference stimulus, illustrated in Fig. 4 , was used. The first 700 ms of this stimulus consists of a dichotic pulse train with a constant ITD leading one ear. After 700 ms the ITD starts to alternate, switching sign between subsequent pairs of pulses. Subjects were instructed to make location and pitch matches to the ''new'' sound that they heard coming on halfway through the 1400-ms stimulus. When the ITD during the first 700 ms was leading in the left ear, they were told that the new sound would be to the right of the original sound, and vice versa. The nominal pulse rate of the stimulus, defined as the pulse rate that would have occurred had a zero ITD been used, was always 200 Hz. The rationale was that if the temporal pitch mechanism is driven by the output of the lateralization process, subjects should match to a pitch of about 100 Hz, because only every other dichotic pulse pair has an ITD corresponding to the new location. If, on the other hand, the processes underlying the estimation of pitch and location are separate, FIG. 4 . Schematic representation of the reference stimulus used in experiment 2, for a trial where the pulse train lags in the right ear for the first 700 ms. The point where the ITDs start to alternate is indicated by an arrow. In both parts of the figure, only a few pulse pairs are shown, and the ITDs are exaggerated, for reasons of clarity.
then subjects may assign a location corresponding to the new ITD, but a pitch corresponding to the input to one ear. Note that paradoxical percepts of this general sort have previously been reported for stimuli where spectral cues to pitch are available, and where streaming by pitch and location have been pitted against each other ͑Deutsch, 1974; Efron and Yund, 1974; Yund and Efron, 1975; Deutsch, 1976͒. The experiment was performed with a range of ITDs, from 0.6 to 1.4 ms. Preliminary experiments revealed that these quite large values were needed for two binaural images to be produced that were sufficiently far apart for subjects to be able to focus on them separately. This may be related to other reports showing that a sound may be perceived more centrally when accompanied by a second stimulus presented either to the opposite ear ͑Warren and Bashford, 1976͒ or diotically ͑Heller and Trahiotis, 1996͒. Of particular relevance is Dye et al.'s ͑1996͒ finding that, when subjects are asked to judge the laterality of a target tone, while ignoring that of a distracting tone, their judgments are often biased by the ITD at which the distractor is presented.
5 If a similar phenomenon applied to our stimuli, it would result in larger ITDs being needed to lateralize the different percepts produced by the pulse trains than would suffice for stimuli containing a single, unambiguous, ITD.
A potential problem arising from the large ITDs used in experiment 2 is that they might prevent the pulses in the two ears from fusing binaurally, causing subjects just to treat the two inputs as separate events. This in turn would lead to matches near 200 Hz, but one could not conclude that the two pulse trains were being localized by binaural mechanisms ͑because subjects may have matched both the location and the pitch to the input to each ear separately͒. By using a range of ITDs we were able to check for this possibility: If lateralization is proceeding via binaural mechanisms, then the ''new'' stimulus should become progressively more lateralized as ITD increases. This check was further facilitated by the presence of the first 700 ms of the stimulus, which contained a constant ITD equal in absolute value to the alternating ITD at the end of the stimulus. If the ITDs were sufficiently large to cause ''splitting,'' then this should have occurred throughout the stimulus and subjects would not be able to follow the instruction ''match to the sound in the new location.'' A further advantage of the leading 700 ms was that it promoted some perceptual segregation of the sounds in the two locations, thereby helping subjects to focus on the new sound.
Finally, it is worth noting that the stimulus described in Fig. 4 is not perfectly isochronous in each ear, but instead alternates between interpulse intervals that are ⌬t/2 ms longer and shorter than the nominal period. In a preliminary experiment we asked subjects to match an isochronous pulse train to a diotic stimulus that contained the same longshort-long-short interval pattern in both ears. As the deviation from isochrony increased, we found that the pitch match decreased steadily, as if subjects were matching to the longer of the two intervals ͑cf. Kaernbach and Demany, 1998, p. 2304͒. This finding, although interesting in itself, was tangential to our main purpose. In the pitch-matching part of the experiment, therefore, the adjustable stimulus also alternated between long and short intervals, corresponding to V( P Ϯ⌬t/2) ms, where P was the nominal period and V was the parameter that was adjusted. The ''matched F0'' was then defined as being equal to 1/VP. This stimulus was diotic except for an ILD that was determined during the first, location-matching part of each trial.
B. Method and stimuli
The method of stimulus generation, including the filter specifications, was the same as in experiment 1. Some differences in the stimuli and procedure were introduced. The level of the pulse trains was the reduced level used in the supplementary part of that experiment, and the same lowpass noise was present throughout. However, no pink noise background was used, as we suspected that the task would prove quite difficult and we did not want to exacerbate this difficulty by presenting stimuli at a low sensation level. Another difference was that both the reference and matching stimuli were gated on and off with 100-ms raised-cosine ramps. Also, because subjects were matching to the end of the reference stimulus, the matching sounds were presented 500 ms after, rather than 500 ms before, the reference. In order to maximize the reliability of the location matches, an additional procedure ͑cf. Buell et al., 1991͒ was introduced at the beginning of each session. During this, subjects listened to a continuous diotic version of the bandpass-filtered noise that was used in the location-matching part of the study, and adjusted the headphones to produce a centered image.
During each trial, subjects listened to the reference stimulus at will, adjusted the ILD of a 700-ms bandpassfiltered noise to match the ''sound with the new location,'' and then adjusted the ͑nominal͒ rate of a pulse train that was diotic save for an ILD determined from the locationmatching stage. In a given session, the initial 700 ms contained an ITD to one side only ͑always leading to the right or always leading to the left͒. In each 2-h session the subject would perform one trial at each ITD in either an ascending or descending pattern, repeat this in reverse order, and continue in a similar fashion until the session was over. A total of ten matches was made at each ITD and for each side ͑new sound heard on the left or right͒. Four listeners took part, including the three who had participated in experiment 1.
C. Results
The absolute values of the ILD matches for each subject are shown in Fig. 5 . Three out of the four listeners perceived the new sound in a progressively more lateralized position as ITD increased ͑squares and triangles in Fig. 5͒ , although there were some nonsystematic differences between listeners and ears. Listener TP showed a generally erratic pattern of ILD matches. Figure 6 shows that all listeners produced pitch matches close to 200 Hz, at all ITDs. As discussed in Sec. III A, a prerequisite for interpreting the pitch matches in experiment 2 is that the lateralization of the new ͑matched͒ sound should increase systematically with increasing ITD. The results of the three subjects who did show this pattern, averaged across ears, are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that the perceived location of the new sound changes with ITD, indicating that the perceived location of the new sound is determined by binaural mechanisms, although there is some evidence of a leveling off at 1.4 ms. In contrast, listeners hear a pitch of about 200 Hz-double that which would be expected from the rate of the pulses having the new ITD. It therefore seems that the temporal pitch mechanism does not receive its input from the binaural mechanism responsible for processing ITDs.
The stimuli used in experiment 2 bear some resemblance to one condition of an experiment reported by Freyman et al. ͑1997͒ . They presented subjects with pulse trains in which the ITD alternated between Ϯ0.5 ms, and asked them to adjust an acoustic pointer so that its location matched that of the ''strongest'' image heard. For the range of pulse rates tested, 200-1000 Hz, subjects adjusted the pointer to the location that would be expected based on the first pair of pulses in the test stimulus. However, because of the nature of the instructions, this does not preclude the possibility that their subjects were in fact perceiving multiple images, with the one corresponding to the initial pulse͑s͒ being strongest. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the ability of our subjects to perceive multiple images may have been facilitated by the fact that the initial ͑unambiguous͒ ITD was presented for 700 ms, before the ITDs started to alternate.
Two further points are worth making. First, in this experiment, listener GN could make accurate pitch matches to a stimulus heard on the right, even though he could not do so in experiment 1. We attribute this difference to the fact that, in experiment 2, the percept to which he was matching started 700 ms after the beginning of the entire stimulus. This may have helped him to focus attention on the appropriate binaural image. Second, the matches made by the subjects at each ITD were distributed unimodally. This is illustrated by Fig. 8 , which shows the distribution of matches to a 1.2-ms ITD for subjects GN, JD, and BH, relative to the mean match made by each subject. The unimodality of the matches confirms that the ILD matches reported here were not due, for example, to subjects failing to form a binaural image on some trials, therefore making extreme ILD matches, and these extreme values being averaged with another, more centralized, subset of matches. It is important to rule out such an explanation, because, if the probability of FIG. 8. Number of ILD matches to the 1.2-ms ITD of experiment 2, falling in each 2-dB bin. Prior to calculation, each ILD was subtracted from the mean for that subject and ear. This was done to avoid a situation where individual data showed bimodal matches, but where the peaks of the distributions of different subjects fell in different places, thereby obscuring the bimodality. The bin size of 2 dB was chosen to be smaller than the standard deviation ͑3.1 dB͒ of the normalized data set.
failing to form an image increased with increasing ITD, it could account for the pattern of increasingly lateralized average matches.
Finally, it is worth remarking on the range of ITDs used here. These values ͑0.6-1.4 ms͒ are considerably larger than the minimum ITDs that can be detected, even for stimuli filtered into high frequency regions (Ͼϭ4 kHz͒, where the jnd ranges from about 60 s ͑for 1/3rd-octave noise centered on 4 kHz: Koehnke et al., 1995͒ to about 0.3 ms ͓for a single click filtered above 5 kHz ͑Yost et al., 1971͔͒. They are also close to, or larger than, the maximum of about 0.65 ms that results in real-life situations from the time taken for sounds in this frequency range to travel the distance between the two ears ͑Kuhn, 1987͒. This might lead one to doubt whether the changes in location truly reflect the output of a binaural lateralization mechanism. However, in addition to the procedural control mentioned in Sec. III A, it is worth noting that, for high-pass-filtered noise stimuli, subjects can reliably make lateralization judgments based on ITDs up to 3 ms ͑Mossop and Culling, 1998͒. Another relevant finding is that, although subjects can detect small ITDs in the envelopes of high-frequency stimuli ͑Henning, 1974͒, ITDs in the highfrequency part of broadband stimuli have a much smaller effect on localization judgments than do ILDs in that part of the spectrum ͑Wightman and Kistler, 1989͒. 6 This in turn suggests that, for stimuli filtered into the high-frequency region and containing a zero ILD, large ITDs will be required to produce a substantial change in perceived location, even though much smaller ITDs may be detectable.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Binding
In the Introduction, we discussed the informal observations that led to experiment 1 in terms of ''binding'' between pulses. If one assumes that the binding between temporally adjacent pulses becomes stronger as the interpulse interval is reduced, and that this sequential binding competes with the binaural fusion between the ''A'' pulses ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ in the two ears, then one can account qualitatively for the informally reported effects of Fr on perception. Specifically, as Fr increases, the binaural fusion is reduced by competition, thereby ͑i͒ increasing the lateralization of the lower-rate stimulus, and ͑ii͒ allowing the higher-rate stimulus to be perceived at something more closely approaching its true rate ͑2Fr). However, as discussed below, the quantitative data reported here would require such an account to be modified.
One way in which the competition between sequential and simultaneous binding could be implemented is if a proportion of each ''A'' pulse ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ in the lower-rate ear were fused with the contralateral A pulse, and the remainder formed part of a temporal sequence with the ''B'' pulses. This is illustrated in Fig. 9͑a͒ for a stimulus in which the higher-rate train is presented to the left ear. The figure shows that the dichotic pulse train would decompose into two parts: a pulse train of rate Fr localized between midline and the right ear, plus a modulated pulse train having a carrier rate of 2Fr and lateralized to the left. When the pulse rate increases ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒, less of each left-ear ''A'' pulse fuses with the right-ear A pulse, which leads to two effects: the binaurally fused percept is more lateralized to the right ear, and the ''residual'' pulse train in the left ear is less modulated. This reduction in modulation depth will, in turn, cause the matched pitch of the ''higher-rate'' stimulus to increase ͑McKay and Carlyon, 1999͒. Note that this analysis, although accounting qualitatively for the pattern of results observed in experiment 1, fails to account for the ''duplex'' region observed in that experiment. For example, the ILD matches made to the lower-rate stimulus were often close to 0 dB, even when Fr was as high as 50 Hz-cf. for example the rightmost percepts experienced by listeners JD and TP ͓open triangles, Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . This would predict that the residual pulse train, heard on the left ͑Fig. 9, bottom row͒, would have every other pulse completely attenuated, and would have a perceived rate of Fr. Instead, the matches to the corresponding higher-rate pulse train ͓open squares, Fig.  3͑a͔͒ were closer to 2Fr.
In order to reconcile the general scheme described above with the duplex region observed in experiment 1, one could assume that the links between sequential-same-ear and simultaneous-opposite-ear pulses do not have to be interpreted in a mutually consistent way by all mechanisms. In this sense, one can view the lateralization and temporal pitch mechanisms as ''grabbing what they can:'' at high pulse rates, the ''A'' pulses in the two ears are at least partially fused into an image that is not located at the ''ear of entry,'' but the pitch mechanism nevertheless completely incorporates the pulses in the higher-rate ear. This general idea, that different mechanisms interpret links between sounds in different ways, is not a new one, with various dissociations between pitch and location being present in the literature. For example, Deutsch ͑1974͒ presented subjects with an alternating pattern of 400-and 800-Hz tones in each ear, such that when one ear was receiving the 400-Hz tone the other received the 800-Hz tone and vice versa. Subjects typically heard a sequence of high tones in one ear and a sequence of low tones in the other, with the ear in which the high tones were heard depending to some extent on the handedness of the listener. Deutsch ͑1976͒ suggested that, for right-handers, the perceived pitch at any one time was dominated by the sound presented to the right ear, whereas the perceived location was determined by the tone having the higher frequency. A consequence of this was that when 800 Hz was presented to the left ear and 400 Hz to the right, subjects heard the location corresponding to the left ear ͑as it received the higher tone͒ but the pitch corresponding to the right. A related phenomenon 7 has been reported for dichotic pairs of inharmonically related tones ͑Efron and Yund, 1974; Yund and Efron, 1975͒. Overall, one can conclude that the concept of competition between binding processes, combined with the idea that the resulting links are assessed independently by different mechanisms, can account for the general pattern of results observed here. However, it must be conceded that such an account is purely qualitative, and that the way that it may be implemented by the auditory system is not specified in any detail. Below, we discuss a number of alternative explanations, which, while not necessarily inconsistent with the above account, have perhaps a more quantitative grounding in the psychoacoustic literature on binaural processing.
B. Interaural decorrelation
When two identical noises are presented to the two ears, listeners report a single, fused, centered percept. As the correlation between them is decreased ͑for example, by averaging one channel with an independent noise source͒, the percept becomes more diffuse, and listeners may eventually report hearing two separate sounds, one in each ear. In other words, below some interaural correlation, the binaural system ceases to form a fused image, and the inputs to the two ears may be treated as separate sources. This principle could account for the increasingly lateralized perception of the lower-rate pulse train in the synchronous condition of experiment 1 ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒ as Fr is increased, if one assumes that the correlation is calculated over a finite duration. At low Fr, the interpulse duration of the higher-rate stimulus may be longer than the ''correlation window,'' so that, over the duration of a window centered on a pair of ''A'' pulses ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, the interaural correlation is 1.0. As Fr is increased beyond a certain value, adjacent ''B'' pulses start to fall into the window, and the resulting interaural correlation drops. The correlation should reach a minimum at a value of Fr where three pulses in one ear pass through the window unattenuated, and where the middle of these is accompanied by a simultaneous pulse in the opposite ear; this will occur when the duration of the window is equal to 1/Fr. The correlation should not drop systematically as Fr is increased further. This prediction can be tested against both the present data and the existing literature on binaural processing.
One way of measuring the effective duration of the binaural window was described by Summerfield and his colleagues ͑Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1998; Culling and Summerfield, 1998; Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͒. They measured the detection threshold for a brief, interaurally phase-shifted ͑S͒ signal in a burst of diotic noise ͑N0͒, which was preceded and followed by two 200-ms bursts of uncorrelated noise ͑Nu͒. By measuring the increase in threshold as the duration of the N0 burst was reduced, Akeroyd and Summerfield derived a binaural window having an equivalent rectangular duration ͑ERD͒ of about 120 ms. A roughly similar value of 170 ms has been obtained in experiments where the listener is required to discriminate between a single burst of N0 noise and one in which a short portion has been replaced by Nu noise ͑Akeroyd and Summerfield, 1999͒. The correlation at the output of a binaural window, produced by the stimuli of experiment 1, should therefore reach a minimum at Frϭ5.9-8.3 Hz ͑1/0.170 to 1/0.120 s͒, and not drop further as Fr is increased above this value. This prediction is not borne out by the lateralization data ͓Figs. 2͑c͒ and ͑d͔͒, where the matches to the lower-rate stimulus change most over the range of Fr from 50-100 Hz. It is, however, more consistent with the effects on perceived rate/ pitch, where the effect of synchrony between the pulses in the two ears does not vary markedly with Fr above about 12.5 Hz ͓Figs. 3͑c͒, ͑d͔͒.
The above observation, that a given window duration can account for the pitch but not the location data, is a consequence of the duplex region observed in experiment 1. It provides a further argument against decorrelation as a complete explanation for our results. Indeed, it leads to the slightly surprising observation that a binaural model is more effective at modeling the effects of interaural decorrelation on pitch than on lateralization. Furthermore, even if a modified version of the decorrelation hypothesis could account for our lateralization results, perhaps by assuming a different window duration, it is unlikely that it could then account for our pitch data.
C. Binaural sluggishness
Another potential explanation for the effects of Fr on lateralization comes from the concept of ''binaural sluggishness.'' For example, it is known that slow sinusoidal interaural phase modulation produces an image that oscillates between the ears, but that this percept of sound movement disappears once the modulation rate exceeds 10-20 Hz ͑Grantham and Wightman, 1978͒. The binaural processing of modulations in ILD is also sluggish, albeit to a lesser degree: as modulation rate exceeds 2-5 Hz, the perception of movement deteriorates ͑Blauert, 1972͒ and thresholds of delectability ͑re an unmodulated stimulus͒ increase ͑Grantham, 1984͒, but large time-varying ILDs can still be detected at modulation rates as high as 50-100 Hz ͑Grantham, 1984͒. As shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ , the ILD re each pulse in the higherrate stimulus alternates between zero ͑for the ''A'' pulses͒ and infinity ͑''B'' pulses͒, and at high Fr it is possible that this rate is too fast for the binaural system to follow. It might then ''default'' to perceiving one sound on each side of the head. However, as shown in Fig. 2 , what the listener actually hears is one sound on one side of the head and the other partway between the center of the head and the other ear. It seems hard to understand why the system would default to such a mode.
Some aspects of our results shed light on the nature of binaural sluggishness itself. At the highest Fr studied ͑100 Hz͒, subjects were still able to make reasonably reliable ILD matches to individual binaural images within each mixture, even though the ILD ͑experiment 1͒ or ITD ͑experiment 2͒ was alternating at a rate of 100 Hz. This suggests that although binaural sluggishness may apply to the perception of movement of continuous stimuli, it does not have a devastating effect on the lateralization of static images resulting from the segregation of subsets of elements within a pulse train. However, the need for listeners to perceive movement is clearly not essential for some temporal limitations on binaural processing to be observed, as evidenced by the long binaural windows reported in the works by Akeroyd, Culling, and Summerfield and described in Sec. IV A 1. Hence, it appears that the conditions under which binaural sluggishness does and does not occur still remain to be fully determined. Our results serve to further define the conditions under which this aspect of auditory processing affects performance.
D. Binaural adaptation
The experiments described in this article have led us to the conclusion that the temporal pitch mechanism is not driven by the output of binaural lateralization mechanisms. Another insight into the relationship between spatial and temporal processing comes from the phenomenon of binaural adaptation, first described by Hafter and Dye ͑1983͒. They required subjects to detect an ITD imposed on a click train, and found that the improvement in sensitivity that occurred as more clicks were added to the sequence was smaller than the improvement predicted from an optimal combination of independent observations. They concluded that the later clicks in a pulse train make a smaller contribution to sensitivity than do the earlier ones, provided the pulse rate exceeds a certain value. The minimum pulse rate at which this occurred varied somewhat across listeners, but, for most listeners, little or no binaural adaptation occurred at pulse rates of 200 Hz ͑the highest used here͒ or below. More generally, there is ample evidence that onsets can dominate suprathreshold lateralization judgments ͑Franssen, 1960; Saberi, 1996; Freyman et al., 1997͒ . This is not the case for pitch judgments; at least for discrimination measures, F0 discrimination of unresolved harmonics deteriorates markedly as signal duration drops below about 100 ms ͑Plack and Carlyon, 1995͒, and later pulses in a pulse train contribute to rate discrimination thresholds as much as the earlier pulses do ͑Hafter and Richards, 1988͒. Hence, it is possible that, in our experiments, the location of each pulse train was determined largely by the beginning of the sequence, whereas the pitch was derived from an analysis that was distributed more evenly in time.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the Introduction we described preliminary observations showing that, as Fr is increased, two changes occur in the perception of the dichotic pulse train described in Fig.  1͑a͒ . The lower-rate train is perceived in a progressively more lateralized position, and the pitch of the higher-rate train increases relative to Fr. These findings were discussed in terms of competition between temporal and spatial binding in audition, and two specific hypotheses were described. The results of the more formal experiments described here allow a test of these two accounts.
First, it was suggested that increasing Fr could decrease the fusion between simultaneous pulses in opposite ears, but that the perceived rate/pitch might nevertheless be driven by the output of this binaural analysis. Two findings argue strongly against this scheme. Experiment 1 revealed that the perceived pitches and locations of the two percepts produced by the dichotic trains were not always consistent. Specifically, at FrϾ12.5-25 Hz, the binaural fusion between the two pulse trains did not affect the perceived pitch of the higher-rate train ͓Figs. 3͑c͒, ͑d͔͒, but had a strong effect on the lateral position of the lower-rate train ͓Figs. 2͑c͒, ͑d͒, ͑e͒, ͑f͔͒. Experiment 2 showed that when the odd-numbered pulses in a dichotic stimulus ͑Fig. 4͒ had an opposite ITD to the even-numbered pulses, the lateral position of the odd pulses was dominated by their ITD, but that their pitch was roughly equal to the total pulse rate presented to each ear.
The results of both experiments are more consistent with a scheme whereby temporal pitch mechanisms operate on the input to each ear, rather than being driven by the output of binaural mechanisms This idea formed part of a hypothesis proposed in Sec. II A, which also stated that, when the value of Fr is too low to elicit a sense of pitch, the resulting perception of rate is driven by the output of binaural mechanisms. The highest value of Fr at which binaural fusion affected the pitch of the higher-rate pulse train was about 25 Hz, and given that the higher-rate train was presented at 2Fr, this corresponds reasonably well to the 19 Hz at which listeners start to report hearing a pitch ͑Guttman and Pruzansky, 1962͒. However, this correspondence is not particularly strong evidence for a strict dissociation between the perception of roughness and of pitch, given evidence that the exact lower limit of pitch will depend on factors such as the task requirements and the spectral content of the stimuli ͑Gutt-man and Pruzansky, 1962; Pressnitzer et al., 1999; Krumbholz et al., 2000͒ . The strongest distinction we wish to highlight is that, for FrϾ25 Hz, binaural fusion affects perceived location but not pitch.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that, although temporal pitch perception does not receive its input from lateralization mechanisms, this does not mean that it is a purely peripheral process. Indeed, the fact that the stimulus in one ear can affect the pitch matches in the other ear, even when there is no synchrony between the two ears ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒, suggests that representations of temporal pitch interact at some central stage. In this regard, temporal pitch perception may be like other phenomena studied in the first author's laboratory, which appear to be dominated by ''ear of entry'' rather than perceived location, but which are also affected by stimuli presented to both ears; these phenomena include the detection of mistuning ͑Gockel and Carlyon, 1998͒ and modulation detection interference ͑Lyzenga and Carlyon, 2000͒. It differs from another group of phenomena, which is driven by the output of binaural processes; these include the build-up of auditory streaming ͑Rogers and Bregman, 1993͒, the ''overintegration'' of pitch ͑Gockel et al., 1999͒, picking out one tune from a pair of interleaved melodies ͑Hartmann and Johnson, 1991͒, and tracking one spoken message in the presence of another ͑Darwin and Hukin, 1999͒. This categorization of phenomena in terms of whether they are or are not driven by binaural processes may well prove useful in uncovering the relationship between the neural processes responsible for different aspects of auditory perception.
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